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Variations in the Structure of the Anticyclonic Gyres j ELECTE
Found in the Alboran Sea JUL31

GEORGE W. HEBURN AND PAUL E. LA VIOLETTE 0 D
Naval Oceanographic and Atmospheric Research Laboratory, Stennis Space Center, Ai.Sis.lippi

Historical satellite, aircraft, and in situ data have shown that two anticyclonic gyres (the western and
eastern Alboran gyres) are major ocean features of the Alboran Sea. An examination of several years
of satellite imagery indicates that large variations in the surface expression of these two gyres occur
and that on occasion one or the other gyre disappears (the disappearance of both gyres at the same
time was not seen). The initial disappearance of either gyre occurs on a time scale of a week to 2
weeks, whereas the return may take from 3 weeks to 2 months. Various forcing mechanisms, i.e..
winds, mass flux inflow through the Straits of Gibraltar and Sicily, and/or density, have been used in
numerical ocean circulation models to study the dynamics of the western Mediterranean Sea. Various
model results show relationships similar to those shown by the satellite imagery. However, no single
forcing mechanism has been positively identified as the source of the disappearances, and the events
may be a result of a combination of forcing mechanisms.

INTRODUCTION when the gyre was absent, the inflow adopted an abrupt

The Alboran Sea is an area of transition between the southerly course after leaving the strait.
te Lanoi Field studies of the Alboran Sea that included the easternAtlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea [e.g.. AloaLgraavnenoeieg.xax.17; hny

1974 Laomb an Tcerna, 172,GasardandRicezAlboran gyre have been few [e.g., Lanoix, 1974; 1Cheney,
1974; Lacombe and Tchernia, 1972; Gascard and Richez, 17 hnvadDba,18] hra hnvs[98

1985: Parilla et al., 19861. The surface flow of water of 1978; Cheney and Doblar, 1982 .Whereas Cheneys [ 1978

Atlantic origin moving through the Alboran Sea enters from analysis of November 1976 and March 1977 data indicated

the Strait of Gibraltar and exits into the western Mediterra- the presence of an eastern gyre. a later study of October 1977
neanproer.(Beaus ofthestrng hanes n slinty hatdata did not appear to show a gyre. Early model studies of

nean proper. (Because of the strong changes in salinity that the Alboran Sea such as Preller and Hurlburt's [1982] did not
take place during this and subsequent movement of this indicate a second gyre east of Cape Tres Forcas. The second

N surface layer, we call the water Modified Atlantic Water, or gyre has been repeatedly seen in the satellite thermal imag-
MAW.) This surface flow overrides a deeper layer of dense ery of the region [e.g., Phillipe and Harang, 19821. How- 0
Mediterranean Water (MW) outpouring through the Alboran ever, the structures of both it and the western gyre are not
into the strait and then the Atlantic. The main inflow path of always as clearly defined as the classic portrayal presented
the MAW is around two anticyclonic gyres (the western and in Figure 1.
eastern Alboran gyres) that dominate the sea's circulation The Western Mediterranean Circulation Experiment
(Figure I). (WMCE) [La Violene, 19871 conducted in situ studies spe-

I Lanoix [1974], using multiship data from campaigns con- cifically aimed at the eastern gyre in a winter campaign in
ducted in July-August 1962, showed that MAW enters the 1986. Tintore et al.'s [19881 analysis of the data from this
northeastern Alboran via the Strait of Gibraltar as a strong campaign concentrated on the eastern edge of the gyre.
jet (1.6 Sv). The inflowing jet initiates the western Alboran Their analyses, as well as preliminary studies of more recent

i gyre in the basin west of Cape Tres Forcas. There the gyre campaigns by other investigators [e.g., Arnone et al., 19871,
sits. forming a iarge rotating bowl (200-300 m deep) of have indicated the eastern Alboran gyre to be as complex as
low-salinity MAW that gradually mixes with the more saline the western Alboran gyre.
MW at depth. Model studies of the region [e.g., Preller and In an examination of satellite imagery. the present authors

* Hurlburi. 1982: Heburn, 1985a. 1987] indicate that the noted that for periods of several weeks, one or the other of

formation, mean position, and shape of the western gyre are the two gyres did not appear. This absence of the eastern
controlled by several factors: the narrowness of the Strait of gyre may have occurred during the early field campaigns and

Gibraltar, the angle of the strait with respect to the Alboran may be the reason that the eastern gyre was not always

Sea. the geometry of the Alboran Basin, and the effect of the detected (Figure 2). Indeed, as noted by Perkins et al. [1990],

Earth's rotation. the western gyre disappeared only 4 weeks before the start

The most intensive investigations of the western Alboran of the intensive field phase of Donde Va? If that phase had

gyre since the 1962 campaigns were made in 1982 during the started I month earlier, the data would not have shown the

Donde Va? multiplatform experiment [Donde Va? Group, presence of a western gyre.

1984]. Perkins et al. 19891 used current meter mooring and We present a study of satellite imagery to derive an

satellite infrared data to show that the western gyre was not approximation of the frequency and duration of the gyre

present for at least a 9-day period during the 5-month Donde disappearances. We then use numerical ocean circulation

Va? experiment. The studies show that during the period models to study the dynamics of the western Mediterranean
Sea under the influence of various forcing mechanisms (e.g..

This paper is not subject to U.S. copyright. Published in 1990 by winds, inflow/outflow mass transport through the straits.
the American Geophysical Union. topography. and density changes due to surface fluxes of

Paper number 89JC03578. heat and salt). The model results will be used to illustrate
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Fig. I. A classical portrayal of the two Alboran Sea anticyclonic gyres as seen by the thermal sensor of the NOAA
7 satellite. This image and the other images presented in this study have not been atmospherically corrected. The darker
tones in the images refer to warmer water, whereas the lighter tones refer to the colder water.

relationships similar to the satellite imagery and indicate reversals in the distribution of cold and warm water (winter
possible causes/hypotheses for the variations in the paths of and summei). For this study, however, the importance is not
the two gyres which need further observational and theoret- actual thermal values, but gross thermal patterns and the
ical investigation. variation in the geographi distribution of these patterns.

The satellite images involved in this study cover the period
SATELLITE IMAGERY 1977-1987. All together, 196 images were examined that

Although changes in salinity dominate, the thermal fields showed the region of the gyres sufficiently cloud-free to 4

displayed in satellite infrared imagery can be used as tracers define the presence or absence of either gyre. Most of the

of the flow [La Violette, 1984: Arnone and La Vioette,' satellite data (146 images) are for the years of the Donde Va?

19861. Most important for this study, they graphically dis- (1982) and WMCE (1986) experiments (Table I). As these

play the disposition of the two gyres. The primary satellite data were the most continuous, they allowed a rough tem-
sensor used in these studies is the advanced very high poral sequence to be estblished. The remaining 50 images
resolution radiometer (AVHRR) of the NOAA series are of interest, in that they show that each of the gyres was
(NOAA 7- 10). Channel 4, operating in the electromagnetic not present during other years of the decade (this occurred in
thermal range of 10.3-11.3 microns, was used to provide 20% of the images. However, these images are scattered in
uncorrected (i.e., for atmosphere) radiation temperatures. time to tell when any single disappearance occurred in the

There are problems in working with long-term thermal time between any of the 50 images.
satellite data in the Alboran Sea, cloud cover being the most The channel 4 data of the Donde Va? and WMCE satellite
difficult, followed by seasonal change. Some seasons show data set were registered to a - I km accuracy and made into a
poor thermal gradients (spring and fall). while others show standard projection (Mercator). This procedure allowed accu-
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Fig. 2. A satellite thermal image of the sea on July 13, 1982, in comparison with an analysis of several ships' in situ
measurements of the Alboran Sea for 1967 [Lanoix. 1974]. The analysis indicates that the ship measurements occurred 'SI Op
at the time of a disappearance of the eastern Alboran Gyre. D

rate intercomparison of the data set and the construction of model results to be discussed below. The July 13 image
reasonable sequential loop movies of the disappearance and shows the eastern gyre almost totally collapsed. From this
reestablishment of the gyres. Examples of disappearances in image through the August 16 image, the reformation of the
the western gyre are presented in Figures 3 and 4. eastern gyre can be observed.

In Figure 3 the February 23 image shows the inflow at It should be emphasized that the changes in the dynamic
Gibraltar directed to the northeast and the western gyre fully events under discussion take place over a several-week
formed in the Alboran Basin between 40 and 5'W. The next period. Thus as few as two images a month can be used to
image. March 31, shows the inflow directed eastward, the tell if a gyre was or was not present. There are therefore
size of the gyre substantially reduced and trapped against the sufficient data in the above image set to derive a preliminary
Moroccan coast. The April 30 image shows the gyre reform- history of the gyres disappearances during the period. Table
ing. In Figure 4 the June 5 image shows the inflow turning 2 presents such a history and thus may be used to derive an 0
immediately to the south after exiting the strait and an approximation of the duration and frequency of the disap- 0
almost nonexistent anticyclonic gyre. The sequence-from pearances.
June 5 through July 15 shows the reformation of the western Table 2 indicates that both gyres disappeared at least once
anticyclonic gyre. A similar occurrence in the area of the a year. Also gyres disappeared at different times, never
eastern gyre is given in Figure 5, where the images show the together (this was also true for the 50 images outside of the
disappearance and reformation of the eastern anticyclonic Donde Va? and WMCE data set). It is difficult to say from
gyre. In particular, the July 7 image shows a small eastern Table 2 whether the disappearance of the western Alboran 'odO
gyre trapped against the coast east of Cape Tres Forcas and gyre is related to the disappearance of the eastern Alboran eo,
the current exiting the Alboran along the North African gyre. (As will be indicated in the model discussion below.
coast. This is a similar configuration to the wind-forced the disappearance of either gyre appears to be unrelated to

fr~I ~..O'
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1982 I 2 2 2 I 2 5 3 7 19 0 0
1985 0) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t) I 2
1986 6 4 12 9 30 16 5 2 3 2 3 7
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Fi-g. 3. Three images showing the .:ppearance IFebruary 23). disappearance ( March 31). and reappearance (April
30) of the western Alhoran gyre in carly 1980. Due to lack of sufficient cloud-free imagery . i is not possible to state
exactly when the disappearance occurred or when the feature reappeared.
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Fig. 4. A second disappearance and redevelopment of the western gyre during 1986. In this instance, more imagery
are available to show the sequence of development.

MAW) separated by an impermeable interface from an date. In this version of the model, the upper layer represents
infinitely deep, inert lower layer (representing the MW). MAW. the second layer LIW. and the third layer WMDW.

The two active layer, reduced gravity model is the sim- In the finite depth versions of the model, bottom topography
plest model which can support baroclinic instabilities and is confined to the bottom layer.
related vertical shear phenomena. This model has two active The governing equations for the n-layer, finite depth
layers. The upper layer (representing MAW) is separated by hydrodynamic model in the vertically integrated mass trans-
impermeable interfaces from a second layer (representing port form in a right-handed coordinate system are
LIW) and an incrt, infinitely deep third layer (representing aV
Western Mediterranean Deep Water, or WMDW). The in- - -- (V VA + VA • V)vA + k x.VA =

terfaces represent the pycnoclines across which density
contrasts are specified. The thermodynamic versions of the
models allow interfacial (i.e.. cross isopycnal) mixing and /t4 Gp.V(h, - H)
convective overturning.

The two-layer, finite depth model (with the upper layer
representing MAW, and the lower layer MW) is the simplest + (TA I - ,)/po + AlihAVav (1)
model which includes both the effects of bottom topography.
the barotropic mode. and baroclinic instabilities. The three- (2)0
layer, finite depth model is the most realistic version used to
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Fig. 5. The disappearance of the eastern Alboran gyre and its gradual redevelopment in 1982.

where Hk is the kth layer thickness at rest, Pk is the kth layer where A is horizontal eddy viscosity, f = f0 + /3(y - y0 ) is
density, constant in space and time, the Coriolis parameter, 0 is differential rotation, t is time, uk

is the x-directed component of current velocity for the kth
V= h~vA layer, ,'k is the y-directed component of current velocity for

the kth layer, and x, Y, z are tangent plane Cartesian

H, H, coordinates: x positive eastward, Y positive northward, and
z positive upward.

A hydrodynamic reduced gravity model with n active
Gil = g I - k layers has a lowest layer that is infinitely deep and at rest,

i.e.. V,,, = 0. h,,, = -, and Vh,,. = 0. The model
Gk= g - ( Pk)Po I > k equations for the active layers are identical to those for an n

layer hydrodynamic finite depth model, except that
nA = const

"TA = C kpoIVk A- I I (Vk -- v 1. ) k = , .... n - I G il = g(pn I - Pk)/Po I ! A

i = CbpovnIVn k = n Gi = g(pn I - PI)/Po I > k

S , TA = ,, k=0

6x aY J r = C'poIv4 - VK Itv4 - v4 -) k = ", n
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TABLE 2. Presence (1P) or Absence (A) of Alboran Gyre

Year Jan. Feb. March April May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Western Alboran (yre
1982 P A A A A P P P A P - -

1985 . . . . . . . . . . A P
1986 P P A A P A A P P A A P

Eastern Alboran Gyrc
1982 P P P P P A A A P P - -
1985 . . . . . . . . . . P P
1986 P P P P P P P P P A P P

In general, the reduced gravity model is more robust than3the finite depth model, and an n - I active layer, reduced
gravity model can give similar results to an n-layer finite
depth model. So it is often cost effective to develop a
reduced gravity model of a region first and then go on to a
finite depth model.

The model equations are solved using explicit and semi-
implicit versions of the Hurlburt and Thompson [19801
model with two important modifications: (1) the ability to
handle realistic coastline geometry and (2) the addition of a
modified Orlanski [1976] radiation outflow boundary condi-
tion at the Strait of Sicily (see Heburn [1987] for details). The
realistic irregular model geometry (Figure 7) was created
using the Synthetic Bathymetric Profiling System (SYN-
BAPS) [Vanwyckhouse, 1973, 19791 data set of bottom
topography. The bottom topographic height values were
interpolated from the 10-min resolution of the data set to the
0. 1' longitude by 0.050 latitude (approximately 7.5 by 5 km)t35 __ grid resolution of the model. The 200-m bathymetric contour
was used as the physical lateral boundary of the model, and21 MAY 86 a no-slip boundary condition was applied.

Table 3 lists the parameters used in each of the model
experiments in this study. Based on the in situ observations
[Lanoix, 1974; Katz, 1972; Parrilla et al., 19861, a mean layer
depth of 200 m was chosen to represent the thickness of each
of the upper two layers of the Western Mediterranean. The

MODEL BOUNDARY WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN

DX.DY = 0.100.0.050 (DEG) DBT = 200.0 (M)

45N . r . . . . . r . . v
45N... ........... ...........

(DEG)--

27 MAY 86

Fig. 6. An example of the rapidness of the disappearance of the 35N
western Alboran gyre. A full gyre is visible on May 21. 1986. and the 6E (DEG)

first stages of the disappearance of the gyre can be seen in the image Fig. 7. Western Mediterranean model geometry. The grid spac-
for May 27. 1986. The remaining sequence of this disappearance is ing is 0. 1' by 0.05' (- 7.5 by 5 kin). The model's lateral boundary is
shown in Figure 4. at the 200-m bathymetric zontour.
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TABLE 3. Model Parameters PRESSURE ANOMALY LAYER = 1
DATE = 30610003 DP = 0.100 MS12 .SS2-2 WMT99132 99132:2 1.0

Parameter Definition Value 4 - -T

A eddy viscositv 100-300 m2

(3 df'v)1.8 X z 1

Coriolis parameter 8 x 10
reduced gravity 0.01 m s

H, undisturbed upper layer depth 200 m
H, undisturbed second layer depth 200 m
.I x A.% horizontal grid resolution 0. X 0.05'

(7.5 x 5 km) "
-1time step lI min.- ~ '.

1hn inflow transport in upper layer 0. 1.6 Sv
V:,n inflow transport in second layer 0. 0.6. 1.2. 1.8

S%,
35N 6WMIN = -0.2626 MAX = 0.6997 17E

Fig. 9. Pressure deviation field for the upper layer of a two
nominal value for the mass flux inflow through the Strait of active layer. reduced gravity mc. '1 experiment with inflowoutflow

mass flux forcing only with zero inflow/outflow specified in theGibraltar in the upper layer was taken to be 1.6 Sv with a second layer. Contour interval is 0. 1 m 2/s2
.

compensating outflow through the Strait of Sicily to maintain
a mass balance within the Western Mediterranean. Various
observational studies [Lanoix. 1974: Belhoux. 1979: La- the individual wind stress estimates from each month on a F
comhe and Rihhez. 1982: Kinder and Parrilla. 1984a,. b latitude by V° longitude grid. These monthly averages were
indicate mean inflows from 1.2 to 1.68 Sv and strong then bilinearly interpolated to the model grid. The climato-
seasonal variations [Borman.s et al., 1986]. While it is logical wind forcing is cyclic with a period of I year.
recognized that the 1.6 Sv value is higher than the more Time-dependent wind stresses were derived from the plan-
recent Donde Va? estimates [Kinder and Parrilla, 1984a. hi,

its selection wats made wvhen the higher value [Lait.v. 1974: etary boundary layer winds from the Naval Operational
tselection wasadewen the sthavile eal e nd, 1 : Regional Atmospheric Prediction System (NORAPS), FleetBet Iouv. 1979] was the best available estimate and was Numerical Oceanography Center's (FNOCI regional atmo-

retained for consistence with earlier experiments. Further spheric Oea odr te M tnean region. the
experiments are planned to examine the effects of difference shrcfrcs oe o h eierna ein h

exprimntsareplane toexainetheefect ofdiferece winds from the period September 1984 to August 1985 were
mean inflows and time-dependent inflow. The nominal value us tom the effects of tologic18 widb

for the mass flux inflow thiough the Strait of Sicily in the usedto [1987].

second layer was taken to be 1.2 Sv [Bethoux., 19791 with a

compensating outflow through the Strait of Gibraltar.
The (limate wind-driven experiments were forced by DiscussIoN

applying monthly mean climatological wind stresses derived Although not exhaustive, numerous process studies have
trom 20 years ( 1950-1970) of ship observations in the Med- been conducted using the various versions of the numerical
itcrrane:'n [May. 19821. Individual stresses were estimated models to examine how such forcing mcchanisms as mass
from ship observations of wind speed and direction using a flux inflow/outflow, wind stress, density flux, and topogra-
quadratic aerodynamic drag law with a drag coefficient phy may relate to the physical processes occurring in the
dependent on the wind speed and stability. Monthly aver- Western Mediterranean Sea. A few of these experiments will
ages of the wind stresses were then calculated by averaging be used to examine some of the possible underlying physical

PRESSURE DEVIATION LAYER = 1 PRESSURE ANOMALY LAYER = 1
DATE = 280/0G02 DP = 0.100 MS

2 
.S-2 V3 - 99132 99110:1 1.0

45N . .. DATE = 05410002 DP = 0.10 M
2
iS

2 
WESTERN MED1O0 99110:2:0.0

45N . ... A

40N- Z ," +

I.. . . , " .- o
• 1 . 1

- ----

-A
36N6

5W 0 5E 0E ISE 35N 6W MIN = -4.97E-01 MAX = 9.03E-01 17E
MIN= -0.2097 MAX - 0.6030

Fig. 10 Pressure deviation field lor the upper layer of a two
Fig. 8. Pressure deviation field for the Lipper layer of a one active layer. reduced gravity model experiment with inflow outflow

active layer, reduced gravity model experiment with inflow outflow mass flux forcing only and 1,2-S% inflow 'oulflow specified in the
mass flux forcing only. Contour interval is 0. 1 m . second layer. Contour interval is 0. 1 m s
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PRESSURE ANOMALY LAYER = 1 through the Algerian Basin and finally exiting through the
DATE 19410003 OP = 0.10 M2

1S
2  WESTERN MED 99110:2:15.0 Strait of Sicily.

45N . . . . . . ... -. . -Preller [19861 suggests that conservation of absolute vor-
ticity, appears to be the dynamical driving mechanism for the

tpath of the current. However, within the Alboran Basin, the
4. iconstant absolute vorticity (CAV) trajectory amplitudes are
I stricted by the basin geometry. If the amplitudes of CAV

I <..trajectories [see Hailiner and Martin. 1957. pp. 353-356]
were calculated based on the current velocity as it exits the

.. ....... ) Alboran Sea (approximately 35.5'N. 1.0°W). the northern-
most penetration would be to 38'N. The northward penetra-Y ~K . tion of the current (see Figure 8) is to 38.5'N. The southward
swing of the CAV trajectories in the Algerian Basin is again

:-i 'influenced by the basin geometry, with the Algerian coast
35N 6WMN_= ''' blocking the southward migration of the current. The along-35N 6W MIN -1.15E+00 MAX = 1.30E+00 17E

a stream velocity divergence acts to dampen the downstream
fluctuations, as seen in the flow through the Algerian Basin.

PRESSURE ANOMALY LAYER = 1 While this version of the model provides insight to the
DATE = 2230002 OP = 0.10 M2 /S2  WESTERN MED 99110:2:15.0 basic dynamics of the formation of the western Alboran

gyre. it produces a gyre which is weaker than observed.i. i Also, it does not explain the presence of a strong eastern
Alboran gyre or the preference for the double-gyre system
evidenced by the satellite imagery.

-,, A series of two active layer, reduced gravity experiments
for the Western Mediterranean Sea reveal that a countercur-
rent in the second layer in the Alboran Basin (enhancing the
vertical velocitv shear and increasing the baroclinity) is vital

:'t for the formation of a strong two-gyre system [heburn.
1985b. 1986. 19881. In this series of experiments, the mass

i d flux inflow through the Strait of Gibraltar in the upper layer
- • I " was held constant at 1.6 Sv. while the lower layer mass flux

35N 6W MIN -1.13E+00 MAX = 1.06E+00 17E inflow through the Strait of Sicily was specified as either 0.

b 0.6. 1.2. or 1.8 Sv. Figure 9 shows results from a two active
Fig. II. Pressure deviation field for the upper layer of a two layer experiment which has no mass flux inflow or outflow

active layer, reduced gravity model experiment with inflow/outflow specified in the second layer. The upper laver results from
mass flux forcing only and 1.8-Sv inflow/outflow specified in the
second layer. Contour interval is 0.1 m2/s2.  this experiment are very similar to the one active layer

results (Figure 8). Here again the results show a western
Alboran gyre and the main current along the Spanish vis-
a-vis the African coast as it exits the Alboran Sea.

processes which may form the double-gyre system (e.g.. When the mass flux inflow in the second layer through the
Figure 1), or the single-gyre system (e.g., Figure 2). Strait of Sicily is increased to 1.2 Sv (the nominal observed

A number of theoretical explanations have been suggested inflow), the double anticyclonic gyre system similar to that
for the presence of the western anticyclonic gyre [Nof. 1978: seen in the satellite imagery is observed in the model
Preller and Hurlburt. 1982: Bryden and Stonmel, 1982: simulation (Figure 10). In this simulation the gyres in the
Preller. 19861. which indicate that the western Alboran gyre Alboran are shown to be stationary, while the MAW. as it
is tormed and maintained primarily by the inflowing MAW. exits the Alboran. forming the Algerian Current. is baroclin-
Also, these studies have shown that the basin geometry and
mass flux inflow, characteristics (inflow angle, vorticity pro-
file, and vertical shear) appear to be the primary controlling 37.5
factors for the location, size, and strength of the western
Alboran gyre. However, these do not rule out the possibility
of atmospheric variability inducing fluctuations in the gyre
[Crvon. 1965: Cane and Castillhjo. 1972: Monintsen. 1978:
Cheng and Doblar, 19821.

Figure 8 shows the pressure deviation field for the upper
layer from the one active layer. reduced gravity model. This ,-,
figure illustrates the -typical" configuration for the upper
layer flow when only upper layer inflow/outflow mass flux
forcing is used (i.e.. no winds and no inflow/outflow specified
in the lower layer). What is seen is a steady state. source/ 35 .
sink flow with a gyre in the western basin of the Alboran and -5.5 -9
the current system exiting the Alboran along the Spanish Fig. 12. Alboran Sea model geomeir%. Grid spacing is 10 by
vis-a-vis the African coast, then turning abruptly eastward 5 km.
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;cally unstable, with eddy generation along the African seen in the satellite images (e.g.. Figure 3). In this case, the
coast, strikingly similar to the eddy generation suggested by disappearance of the western Alboran gyre was due to a
Millot [1985] based on experimental results. westward propagation of the gyres. In a steady state region,

The formation of the double-gyre configuration results the divergence term hkV ' vk in the continuity equation (2) is
from increased anticyclonic vorticity in the upper layer at balanced by the advective term vk • Vh k, which appears to
the inflow port due to increased lower layer outflow. The be the case in the Alboran Basin when the upper and lower
increase in anticyclonic vorticity causes the inflow to turn layer transports are nearly equal. However, when the lower
more northward [No 1978: Preller. 1986] and initially to layer outflow excesses the upper layer inflow, a westward
follow CAV trajectories. However, the Alboran Basin ge- propagation occurs. Huriburt and Thompson [19801 suggest
ometry prevents northward migration, forcing the flow to that if the flow in a two-layer system can be considered to be
turn southward. The southward migration is blocked by the quasi-geostrophic. then v,.. V/f h v , • Vhl and vl, • Vhi =
African coast, turning the flow back to the north. The result v2, • Vi. The magnitude of v,, Vill is greatest when
is the observed two-gyre system (Figure 10). relatively strong lower layer currents flow at large angles to

The series of two active layer, reduced gravity experi- the gradient of the upper layer height field. This implies that
ments varying the second layer inflow present some inter- upper layer height field changes can result from advection of
esting results. The experiments show that as the strength of Vill by the lower layer current v.
the undercurrent increases, the baroclinicity in the Algerian This case (while not totally realistic in that the inflows are
Basin increases with increased eddy activity, and a strength- held constant) demonstrates one plausible mechanism for
ening of the gyres and current meanders. Also. when the the disappearance of the western Alboran gyre. and also
inflow transport in the second layer excesses that of the addresses one of the possible sources of the relative increase
inflow transport of the upper layer. the meanders are oh- in transport in the lower layer. Other possible sources
served to propagate slowly westward. Figure I Ia is a snap- include enhanced transport in the lower layers due to an
shot from the case where the lower layer inflow transport increased inflow transport of [.IW through the S, "ait of
through the Strait of Sicily set at 1.8 Sv and exhibits the Sicily. as suggested by Manzellt ct til. 119881. deep water
normal two-gyre configuration. Figure lIb is a snapshot formation within the western Mediterranean IBr"vden lild
from this same simulation, which shows the disappearance ,tommel. 1982: .SanAcv. 1973: .Stmiltnl. 1972: Stonttel (t
of the western Alboran gyre and a westward displacement of at., 19731. or a decreased upper layer transport through the
the eastern Alboran gyre. This configuration is similar to that Strait of Gibraltar due to a number of possible physical
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Fig. 14. Interface (pycnocline height) deviation fields from the full western Mediterranean Sea model for a one
active layer. reduced gravity model experiment with climate wind forcing only. Contour interval is 2 m. (a) Winter. (b)
spring, (c) summer, and (d) fall.

processes such as changes in atmospheric pressure systems, outflow boundary on the eastern side and thus could only
resulting in differential sea level on the Atlantic aud Medi- reproduce the locally generated wind effects. However, the
terranean sides of the Strait of Gibraltar [Garrett, 1983; model used in this study (Figure 7) is of the entire western
Bormans et al., 1986; Bucca and Kinder, 1984]. Perkins et al. Mediterranean Sea and thus can show both the local wind
[1990] suggest another mechanism which is related to effects and the remotely wind-generated effects which prop-
changes in the characteristics of the inflow, specifically agate into the Albordn Basin. Both models were forced with
changes in the vorticity profile due to atmospheric effects in the same climatological wind data set ['ai, 1982] consisting
the Gulf of Cadiz. While the westward advection of the gyres of monthly means surface wind strcsses on a 10 by 1 grid
by enhanced second-layer currents can be used to possibly derived from 20 years of ship observations.
explain the disappearance of the western gyre as evidenced The results from the case for the Alboran Sea model,
in the two active layer, reduced gravity simulations, this forced with annually periodic climatological winds only
forcing mechanism by itself does not replicate the single (Figure 13). show that the local winds generate a relatively
western gyre configuration seen in the satellite imagery weak western anticyclonic gyre. This gyre is strongest
(Figure 2). That is, the configuration with a single western during spring, with a maximum interface height deviation of
gyre and a strong jet exiting the Alboran Basin along the 13.3 m. and weakest during the winter, with a maximum
North African coast is not seen in any of the two active interface height deviation of 8.3 m. Also, the results show
layer, reduced gravity numerical simulations. Thus to simu- that the local winds generate a seasonal response in the
late this flow configuration, we must include other possible astern basin with an anticyclonic gyre during the winter and
forcing mechanisms, such as wind stress and, in particular, a cyclonic gyre during the summer in response to the
remote wind forcing. To examine the local and remote periodic winds.
wind-generated effects on the Alboran Sea, we will use a However, the results from the wind-only case from the full
comparison of the results from one active layer, reduced western Mediterranean model (Figure 14) present a com-
gravity models of just the Alboran Basin [Preller, 1986] and pletely different picture. In this case, the most significant
the entire western Mediterranean Sea. Preller [19861 used a influence on the circulation in the Alboran Sea comes from
model (Figure 12) of just the Alboran Sea with an open remotely forced, wind-generated features which propagate
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into the Alborar Basin from the east. In the spring season wind data set used to force the model. The real winds over
the local wind effects are evident with the anticyclonic gyre the Mediterranean Sea are not as nice and well behaved as
appearing in the western Alboran Basin. However, during the monthly mean climatological winds but are strongly
the remainder of the year, primarily during the fall and episodic. Therefore it is difficult, if not impossible, to make
winter, the remotely forced effects dominate with a reversal direct comparisons between the model results and observa-
of the western gyre and strong intrusion of a cyclonic tional data, and the results presented here are only used to
circulation in the eastern part of the basin. The most striking illustrate the processes involved. As for observation of the
feature of this case is the strong seasonality of the cyclonic seasonality based on the satellite data set: there is a problem
intrusion into the eastern basin in response to the seasonally in that the satellite data set is neither sufficiently dense nor
varying climatological wind stress. The large-scale cyclonic continuous to discern if a seasonal signal exists or not.
circulation is seen to invade the eastern Alboran Basin Next, the case studies with combined wind and mass flux
during the winter and fall, and retreat during the spring and inflow/outflow forcing will be discussed. Figure 15 presents
summer. From these two cases (Figures 13 and 14). it is easy the results from the Alboran Sea model for the combined
to see that remotely generated features can significantly forcing case. The results reveal that when the model is
influence the circulation in the Alboran and must be taken forced with both winds and inflow mass flux, the local wind
into account when trying to interpret the observations and to effect on the circulation is minimal. It can be clearly seen
determine the causality for the observed features. Further- that the dominate forcing mechanism for the western gyre is
more, Heburn [1987] showed that for the time-dependent the inflow mass flux and that the effect of the local wind is
NORAPS winds, the events in the Alboran were primarily just to slightly enhance the strength of the gyre during the
due to effects propagating into the Alboran from the east and summer and weaken it during the winter. The results (Figure
influencing the eastern basin more than the western basin. 16) for the combined wind and inflow mass flux forced case
These cases are used to illustrate the point that remotely from the full western Mediterranean Sea model show that in
forced features can propagate into the Alboran Basin and the Alboran Basin the inflow mass flux is the dominate
modify the locally generated flow, in particular, the suppres- forcing mechanism over all. However, the influence of the
sion of the eastern anticyclonic gyre. These effects must be remote wind-generated features can clearly be seen in the
considered when interpreting in situ and remotely sensed eastern part of the Alboran Basin. As with the wind-only
data. The strong seasonal signal seen in these idealized case. the strong wind-generated cyclonic circulation is seen
results is the result of the periodicity of the climatological to intrude into the Alboran Basin from the east during the fall
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and winter. In this case the effect of this intrusion is to The model case studies we have presented are idealistic in
suppress any anticyclonic circulations in the eastern part of that they are process studies with the inflow mass flux static,
the basin and to push the North African/Algerian Current the bottom topography limited to the bottom layer, the use of
close to the north African coast, a result more in line with the climatological winds, and at rest initial states. However.
single-gyre configuration seen in Figure 2. even with these limitations the models do generate realistic

simulations of the variations in the Alboran gyres and should

CONCLUSIONS therefore be seriously considered in any interpretation of the
observational data. in particular when conducting dynamic

Considering the results of the studies discussed above, itis studies of these features to determine the causality. A
easy to see that the dynamics of the Alboran Sea and the number of other model experiments are planned to examine
entire western Mediterranean are extremely complex and other possible processes and the effects due to time-
that it may not be reasonable to assume that any one simple dependent inflow. 12 hourly. time-dependent wind forcing.
forcing mechanism (i.e.. local wind stress, internal dynam- deep-water formation. surface heat and salt fluxes, etc.
ics) is responsible for the observed variability. In the case of
the disappearance of the western Alboran gyre, the modelssuc 4uknowledemcnrA. T'his ' ork ssas sponsored by the Office of
indicate that enhanced vertical shear between the surface Naval Research. program element 61153N: the Office of Naval
layer of MAW and the second layer of LIW may be the Technolog., program element 62435N: and the Chief of Naval
primary forcing mechanism but do not provide a clear Operations (OP-096) via the Space and Naval Warfare System
indication of the physical source of the enhanced shear. In Command. program element 63207N. All the numerical model
the case of the eastern Alboran gyre. the models indicate calculations ksere performed on the Control Data Corporation

CYBER 205 at the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center. Mon-that events created outside the Alboran (possibly by time- terey. California. NORDA contribution JA 321:017:99. Approved
dependent winds) appear to he the chief forcing mechanism. for public release: distribution is unlimited.
In both cases, the models containing these forcing mecha-
nisms came closest. of the several models and model param- RI:FRiN(FI S
eters tested, to duplicating the cvents portrayed in the Art ine. R. A., and '. .. La Violette. Satellite definition of the
satellite imagery. bio-optical and Ihcleial variation of the coa ,tal eddics associated
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